30	THE FOUNTAIN	,
and dwell long in the great landscape, seeming to have
fallen asleep in anticipation of dusk; and always, out of
the glazing of the sun, a train appeared^ Its wreaths of
smoke drooped into the canals and vanished, as if the
earth had sucked them down. From the windows, heads
were thrust out and handkerchiefs waved—always, it
seemed, the same heads, the same handkerchiefs. The
regularity of that little train linked day with day^Time
had forgotten this everlasting scene. All that Lewis saw
was endowed with wonder and grace, as if whatever was
evil in the world had been emptied from it.
His delight was sharpened by the peril of all delight, a
voice within him saying: "If this should be taken from
me!'* And he held these enraptured evenings jealously in
his heart, scarcely knowing whether it was in bliss he
trembled or in his prescience that the world would rob
him of it. A thick hedgerow pressed against the fence that
separated the path on which he walked from the inward
slope of the rampart, and at last the spring so abundantly
increased in it that the great internal square of the fort,
where the Dutch garrison had their quarters and tennis
courts were being laid down, could hardly be seen through
the palings and the foliage, and he looked outward as he
made his circuits, seeing how the canal thirty feet below
began to draw new and deeper colour from its reeded
shores and how with the lengthening days the horizon
extended. The narrow path, curling to embrace the
bastions, was overlaid by shadows of the trees that it
encircled. Each evening they cast a bluer accent on the
earth, and the slash of gold stood higher among their
branches,
A few officers were generally out at this hour and,
personal routine being now firmly established, Lewis
knew whom he might encounter. Willett, who said that in
ovriian life he was a professional strong man, would hold
the path, a coat of yellowish tweed dragged over his bulg-
ing chesfcand at his side, with head thrown back and bony
m»c uplifted, would be Gestable, padding along in rubber-
«okd shoes with the loping gait of a tall, shivering dog.

